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ABSTRACT
There is a rapidly growing interest in high speed data trans-
mission over digital cellular networks. This interest is fueled
mainly by the need to provide multimedia content to mobile
users. In this paper, we present a packet scheduling scheme
that can be used for real-time streaming of pre-encoded video
over downlink packet access wireless networks. We con-
sider a gradient-based scheduling scheme in which user data
rates are dynamically adjusted based on their channel qual-
ity as well as the gradients of a utility function. The utility
functions are designed by taking into account the distortion
of the received video. They allow for content-aware packet
scheduling both within and across multiple users. Simulation
results show that the gradient-based scheduling framework,
when combined with the distortion-aware utility functions,
significantly outperforms conventional content-independent
packet scheduling schemes.

1. INTRODUCTION

Since the advent of digital cellular networks, there has been
a rapid growth of interest in the area of high speed data trans-
mission to mobile users. The growing demand stems mainly
from the need to supply multimedia content, such as on-
demand streaming video, to mobile clients. The emerging
3G cellular standards, such as HSDPA (High Speed Down-
link Packet Access) [1], and possibly 4G standards, such as
IEEE 802.16 (WiMAX) [2], aim to provide sufficiently high
data throughputs that will enable the introduction of a broad
range of wireless multimedia applications.

The search for higher data throughputs has greatly ben-
efited from an understanding of the multi-user diversity
gain [3], achieved when scheduling to multiple users. Sys-
tems that exploit multi-user diversity dynamically schedule
greater resources to users with better channel quality, while
delaying transmissions to users with degraded channels. To
avoid consistently favoring users with better average chan-
nels (e.g., users closer to the base station), proportionally fair
scheduling schemes have been proposed that take into ac-
count the average throughput for each user, in addition to the
channel conditions. Other scheduling schemes, such as the
Exponential Rule [4], attempt to stabilize the queues at the
transmission buffer. In [5], a more general, gradient-based
scheduling scheme is used, such that the user rates weighted
by the gradients of a given system utility function will be
maximized.

While the above schemes increase the overall data
throughput, they do not explicitly consider the transmitted
media content when making scheduling decisions. The qual-
ity of a decoded video stream, however, is only loosely de-
pendent on the raw data throughput. Other factors, such

as the error concealment schemes used at the decoder, can
determine the relative importance of individual data pack-
ets. Therefore, a scheduling technique that takes into ac-
count the relative importance of video packets, ought to out-
perform the content independent techniques discussed above.
In this paper, we build on the general gradient-based schedul-
ing technique in [5], to develop a content-aware scheduling
scheme for a wireless multi-user video streaming system.

Related work on video streaming has appeared in [6], [7],
[8], [9], and [10]. In [6], [7], and [8], the resource alloca-
tion is performed based on the queue lengths at each user’s
transmission buffer, or based on packet deadlines. The in-
formation content of the data packets is not considered at the
scheduler. In [9], a heuristic approach is used to determine
the importance of frames across users based on the frame
type (I, P, or B), or its position in a group of pictures. In
[10], a concept of additive distortion among video packets,
introduced in [11], is used to determine the importance of
video packets for each user. Scheduling across users, how-
ever, is performed using conventional, content-independent
techniques.

A content-aware resource allocation scheme is proposed
in [12], where the priority across users is determined as a
combination of an importance measure similar to that in [10],
and the delay of the Head Of Line (HOL) packet for each
user. At each time slot, all the resources are dedicated to the
user with the highest priority. In our scheme, we consider 3G
wireless architectures, such as HSDPA, that allow for a com-
bination of TDM, and CDMA, to allocate resources simulta-
neously to multiple users at a given transmission opportunity.
The scheme also departs from [12] in that it is performed at
each transmission time slot based on the instantaneous chan-
nel fading states of each user, thus enabling a tighter cou-
pling between the channel resource allocation and content-
dependent priority metric. The key idea in this scheme is to
order individual video data packets by their information con-
tent, and to specify a distortion-based utility function, which
will enable the prioritization of the data packets across mul-
tiple users as well as within a single user. We consider error
robust data packetization schemes, at the encoder, and real-
istic error concealment schemes, at the decoder.

In Sec. 2, we provide a brief overview of the system and
discuss the resources and constraints inherent to the problem.
The problem is formulated in Sec. 3, and the solution sum-
marized in Sec. 4. In Sec. 5, we discuss our proposed dis-
tortion based utility function, which integrates the gradient-
based scheduling framework into a content-aware schedul-
ing scheme. The effects of error concealment schemes used
at the decoder on the distortion estimation are considered in
Sec. 6. We provide some simulation results in Sec. 7.
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Figure 1: Wireless multiuser video streaming system

2. MODEL

2.1 System Overview

Figure 1 illustrates the type of system considered in this
paper. The system begins at a media server, which con-
tains multiple pre-encoded video sequences. We assume
that the video is packetized into independently decodable
packets where each packet represents a slice (group of mac-
roblocks) of the video frame. Once a particular video stream
is requested by a client, the video packets are transmitted
over a backbone network, to the scheduler servicing multi-
ple clients. We assume that the backbone network is lossless
and of high bandwidth. The scheduler allocates resources to
each client based on the video content, and Channel State
Information (CSI) available through channel feedback.

The transmitted video packets are received and decoded
by the clients, where lost or dropped packets are concealed
using a video error concealment technique. In a video
streaming system, all the data packets required in order to
decode a frame of the video sequence must be received at
the decoder buffer prior to the playback time of that frame.
Therefore, each group of packets contains a stringent delay
constraint, and any packet that has not been transmitted prior
to its deadline, is dropped by the scheduler.

2.2 Channel Resources and Constraints

The resource allocation scheme combines TDM and CDMA
such that, at a given time-slot, the scheduler can decide on
the number of orthogonal spreading codes, ni, to be used to
transmit to a given user, i. Note that ni = 0 implies that user i
is not scheduled for transmission at that time-slot (The time-
slot index is omitted for clarity throughout this section). The
maximum number of spreading codes per user, Ni, is lim-
ited by the specific mobile device used by the client. The
total number of spreading codes, N, allocated to all users, is
limited by the standard (N = 15 for HSDPA). The scheduler
can decide on the power level, pi, used to transmit to a given
user. The total power, P, that can be used by the base station
is also limited in order to restrict interference across neigh-
boring cells. Assuming K total users, these constraints can
be written as,

K

∑
i=1

ni ≤ N,
K

∑
i=1

pi ≤ P, ni ≤ Ni. (1)

We assume that the constraints of the system will be such
that the transmitter may not be able to transmit all the avail-
able video packets to every user prior to their transmission
deadlines.

3. PROBLEM FORMULATION

3.1 General Problem Definition

We assume that the channel state for user i, denoted ei, at a
given time-slot is known based on CSI available to the sched-
uler. The value of ei represents the normalized Signal to In-
terference Noise Ratio (SINR) per unit power and can vary
quite rapidly, and in a large dynamic range, over time. Defin-
ing SINRi =

pi
ni

ei to be the SINR per code for user i at a given
time, we can model the achievable rate per code for user i,
denoted by ri, as,

ri = niB log

(

1+
piei

ni

)

, (2)

where B is the symbol rate, and it is constant.
Now the problem becomes one of specifying the ni and

pi allocated to each user such that a target rate, ri, can be
achieved.

3.2 Gradient-Based Scheduling Framework

We use a technique proposed in [5] to perform the scheduling
task. This technique maximizes the projection of the achiev-
able rate vector, r = (r1,r2, ...,rK) on to the gradient of the
system utility function. The utility function is defined as,
U = ∑K

i=1 Ui, where Ui is a concave user utility function. The
problem can be written as,

max
r

K

∑
i=1

uiri (3)

where ui is the gradient of Ui.
Now, taking into account the constraints specified in (1),

as well as the formula for calculating each user’s achievable
rate specified in (2), we can formulate the optimization prob-
lem as,

V ∗ := max
(n,p)∈χ

V (n,p),

subject to:
K

∑
i=1

ni ≤ N,
K

∑
i=1

pi ≤ P,

where:

V (n,p) :=
K

∑
i=1

uini log

(

1+
piei

ni

)

,

χ := {(n,p) ≥ 0 : ni ≤ Ni ∀i}.

(4)

In addition to the main constraints specified above, a
practical system will also be limited by some ”per-user” con-
straints. Among them are, a peak power per user, a maxi-
mum SINR per code for each user, and the maximum and
minimum coding rates allowed by the coding scheme.

The above constraints can be grouped into a per user
power constraint based on the SINR per code for each user
[5]. This constraint can be viewed as,

SINRi =
piei

ni
∈ [s̆i(ni),si(ni)] , ∀i, (5)

where s̆i(ni) ≥ 0. For the purposes of this work, we have
conformed to the case where the maximum and minimum
SINR constraints are not functions of ni, i.e., SINRi ∈ [s̆i,si].
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4. SOLUTION

A solution to the optimization problem of the type given in
(4) for the case when the maximum and minimum SINR con-
straints are not functions of ni is derived in detail in [5]. In
this section, we will briefly summarize the solution.

The Lagrangian for the primal problem in (4) can be de-
fined as,

L (p,n,λ ,µ) = ∑
i

uini log

(

1+
piei

ni

)

+λ

(

P−∑
i

pi

)

+µ

(

N −∑
i

ni

)

.

(6)
Based on (6), we can define the dual function,

L (λ ,µ) = max
(n,p)∈χ

L (p,n,λ ,µ), (7)

which can be analytically computed by first keeping n,λ ,µ
fixed and optimizing (6) over p, and then optimizing over n.
Then, the dual problem is given by,

L
∗ = min

(λ ,µ)≥0
L (λ ,µ), (8)

which, by keeping λ fixed and optimizing over µ , we can
write as,

L (λ ) = min
µ≥0

max
(n,p)∈χ)

L (p,n,λ ,µ). (9)

Based on the concavity of V in (4), and the convexity of the
domain of optimization, it can be shown that a solution to the
dual problem exists, and that there is no duality gap.

Since, L (λ ) is also convex (proof given in [5]), we can
find the optimal λ using a one-dimensional convex search
procedure that has a geometric convergence rate.

5. DISTORTION-BASED UTILITY FUNCTION

The main contribution of our work is to devise a utility func-
tion that relates closely to the quality of the received video
and fits well with the gradient based scheduling framework.
We propose a distortion-based utility function that takes into
account the relative contribution of each data packet to the
overall quality of video for each user. The key idea in this
method is to prioritize the video data packets by the reduc-
tion in distortion that they would provide to the user.

We assume that the current video frame to be transmitted
to user i consists of Mi slices, and that each slice, m, con-
sists of bi,m bits. Now, let Πi = {πi,1,πi,2, ...,πi,Mi} be the
re-ordered set of slices such that πi,1 will be the first slice of
the frame to be transmitted, and given enough time is avail-
able to transmit the entire frame, πi,Mi will be the last slice to
be transmitted. Let Di[

{

πi,1,πi,2, ...,πi,ki

}

], denote the distor-
tion given the first ki prioritized slices are transmitted to user
i and the remaining (Mi − ki) slices are dropped. Then, we
define the user utility for user i after ki slice transmissions as,

Ui[ki] = (Di[Πi]−Di[
{

πi,1,πi,2, ...,πi,ki

}

]), (10)

where Di[Πi] would be the minimum distortion for the frame,
which will occur when all slices are received. In our simu-
lations, we define the distortion to be the sum absolute pixel

difference between the decoded and error-free frames. For
ease of notation, let Πi(ki) =

{

πi,1, ...,πi,ki

}

. Then, we can
guarantee that the user utility function is concave and in-
creasing by iteratively choosing each additional slice πi,ki+1
such that,

πi,ki+1 = arg max
m/∈Πi(ki)

ui,m[ki], (11)

where,

ui,m[ki] =
Di[Πi(ki)]−Di[{Πi(ki),m}|Πi(ki)]

bi,m
. (12)

In (12), Di[{Πi(ki),m}|Πi(ki)] indicates that the distortion
after adding slice m is dependent on the currently ordered
set of slices Πi(ki), which will be true if a complex error
concealment technique is used at the decoder (See Sec. 6).

Now, we can use the utility gradients, ui,πki+1 [ki] in (12)
with the gradient based scheduling framework in Sec. 3.2
in order to ensure that the resource allocation will explic-
itly consider the improvements in quality of service for each
user.

6. ERROR CONCEALMENT

Most video codec implementations employ some form of er-
ror concealment to alleviate the distortion due to lost packets.
Therefore, any method that chooses to drop video packets
must consider the role of error concealment at the receiver.

Error concealment techniques exploit either the temporal
correlations between neighboring frames, or spatial correla-
tions across pixels in the same frame, to estimate lost pixel
values. A simple temporal concealment strategy is to replace
the MBs (MacroBlocks) of a lost slice of the image with MBs
from the same position in the previous frame. This technique
does not introduce any dependencies between slices in the
same frame. Therefore, if simple concealment is used, then
the prioritization scheme in (11), is optimal and the depen-
dency term in (12) is not necessary.

Complex temporal concealment techniques, however, do
introduce dependencies across slices. For example, in one
such method, the decoder uses the motion vector (MV) from
a neighboring received MB in order to find the motion com-
pensated concealed block. The MVs from each neighbor-
ing block are tested based on a boundary matching criterion,
which calculates the distortion between the concealed block
and correctly received blocks at their bordering edges. The
MV that provides the minimum edge distortion is chosen for
the final error concealment [13]. With complex concealment,
our slice ordering scheme is myopic in that the contribution
of each new slice depends on the set of slices of the same
frame that have already been chosen to be transmitted. Un-
like simple concealment, complex concealment with myopic
slice ordering does not always guarantee a concave utility
function. For example, Fig. 2 shows a plot of the distortion
gradients after slice ordering for slices in a particular frame
of the Foreman sequence. It can be seen that the addition of
the third ordered slice gives a greater reduction in distortion
per bit than the first two slices, given that the first two slices
have already been transmitted. Therefore, in our implemen-
tation, after the slice ordering, Πi is found, we re-estimate
the utility gradients at each slice by averaging the distortion
reduction over a window of L successive ordered slices such
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Figure 2: Non-monotonic gradient after complex conceal-
ment

that,

ui[ki] =
Di[Πi(ki)]−Di[Πi(ki +L)]

ki+L

∑
m=ki+1

bi,πi,m

, (13)

where ui[ki] would be the utility gradient used in the gradient-
based scheduling scheme for user i when the first ki slices
have already been transmitted. Empirical results show that
L = 3 provides a sufficient degree of smoothing.

7. SIMULATION RESULTS

Six video sequences with varied content: “foreman”, “car-
phone”, “mother and daughter”, “news”, “hall monitor”, and
“silent”, in QCIF (176x144) format were used for the sim-
ulations. The sequences were encoded in H.264 (JVT ref-
erence software, JM 9.3 [14]) at variable bit rates to obtain
a specified average PSNR of 35dB. All frames except the
first were encoded as P frames. To reduce error propaga-
tion due to packet losses, random I MBs were inserted into
each frame. The frames were packetized such that each slice
contained one row of MBs, which enabled a good balance
between error robustness and compression efficiency. Con-
strained intra prediction was used at the encoder for further
error robustness. The wireless network was modeled as an
HSDPA system with N = 15, which is the actual total num-
ber of spreading codes available in HSDPA, and Ni = 5 for
each user. HSDPA provides 2 msec transmission timeslots.
Realistic channel traces for an HSDPA system were obtained
using a proprietary channel simulator developed at Motorola
Inc.

Figure 3 compares the average quality of the received
video, with simple error concealment at the decoder, using
4 different methods for calculating the utilities in (3). The
first, is the proposed technique, which uses the utility func-
tions described in Sec. 5. The second, is a minor modifica-
tion of the first, where the utility gradients are also weighted
by the distortion of the currently transmitted sequence to en-
sure fairness across users. The third method is only partially
content-aware, in that it orders the video packets of each user
according to their importance. The resource allocation across
users, however, is performed assuming that the utility gradi-
ents in (3) are proportional to the current queue lengths at

each user’s transmission buffer. In terms of computational
complexity, the first three methods are very similar and they
use the proposed packet ordering scheme. The final method,
is similar to the conventional content-independent schedul-
ing techniques, where no packet ordering is performed at the
scheduler.

Figure 3(a) shows that the content-aware schemes can
significantly out-perform the conventional queue length
based scheduling scheme. Also, Fig. 3(b) shows that the
two content-aware schemes for resource allocation, tend to
provide similar quality across all the users (lower variance),
while queue-dependent resource allocation schemes tend to
favor some users over others. Between the two content-
aware schemes, we can see that a small sacrifice in average
PSNR yields significant improvement in terms of the vari-
ance across users.
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Figure 3: Average and variance of PSNR. User #’s in (a)
represent sequences: 1- Foreman, 2- Mother and Daughter,
3- Carphone, 4- News, 5- Hall Monitor, 6- Silent. P = 10W,
Max SINR = 1.5

Figure 4 shows a comparison with weighted distortion
gradients using simple and complex concealment at the de-
coder. Note that the algorithm provides the optimal slice or-
dering with the simple concealment scheme, while a subop-
timal myopic solution is used for the complex concealment
scheme. Overall, the complex concealment scheme tends to
perform better for all the users despite the suboptimal packet
ordering. The third scheme in Fig. 4 is when the complex
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concealment used at the decoder is not accounted for in the
distortion utility function. We can see that the content-aware
scheme is sensitive to mismatch between error concealment
techniques used at the scheduler and receiver.
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Figure 4: Average PSNR with simple and complex error con-
cealment. P = 10W, Max SINR = 1.5

The previous simulations assume a realistic scenario ac-
cording to which the original video frames are not available
at the scheduler in order to compare with the decoded frames
after packet losses. Therefore, the distortion calculations at
the scheduler are performed using the decoded video frames
assuming no packet losses. Figure 5 shows the average per-
formance loss when the original video frames are not used.
While the performance loss is not significant, it can be fur-
ther reduced by transmitting a higher quality video stream to
the scheduler through the high bandwidth backbone, which
can then be used for estimation of the distortion metric.
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Figure 5: Average PSNR using decoded vs original frames at
scheduler

8. CONCLUSIONS

We introduced a new content-aware multi-user resource al-
location scheme for downlink video streaming in a wireless
network. The approach, which is discussed in the context
of a TDM/CDMA system, is also equally applicable to other
systems such as TDM/OFDM, or even pure TDM. We have

shown that the scheme significantly out-performs current,
content-independent, scheduling techniques. We have also
shown that content-independent buffer management tech-
niques tend to favor some users over others based on their
video content. In the future, we plan to extend the work to
cover scalable coded bit streams, and also consider fast hy-
brid ARQ schemes that can be used with the emerging wire-
less standards.
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